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FANCOMPASS PROVIDES ADDED DIGITAL CLOUT FOR SPORTS TEAMS  

WITH LAUNCH OF 4 NEW PRODUCTS  
  

Leading Sports Tech Company Monetizes Digital Content Assets Through Sponsored Fan 

Engagement; Introduces Polls, Trivia, Check-in and Statstreak on Popular Platform 

  
SAN RAFAEL, Calif. (March 9, 2018)—FanCompass, Inc., the premier digital destination company for sponsored 

fan engagement with team partners in the NFL, NBA, England’s Premier League, the NCAA and other leagues, has 

introduced four new products to its technology arsenal, Co-Founder and CEO Jamie Pardi announced today. 

 

Under the launch of FanCompass 2.0, clients of the San Rafael, Calif.-based technology company can now utilize 

Polls, Trivia, Check-in and StatStreak--along with enter to win as new vehicles to enhance relationships with their 

partners’ fanbases.  While brands are now demanding digital activation--it’s targeted, trackable, flexible and quick to 

activate--professional and college sports teams are still in the early stages of understanding how to capitalize on these 

advantages.  By utilizing FanCompass, teams have been been able to significantly increase the value of sponsorship rights 

by activating these fan engagement products as digital assets. 

 

“Savvy sports marketers are recognizing the incredible potential of FanCompass,” Pardi said.  “They also 

understand that the sports industry needs to embrace and invest in technology, or you will risk becoming less relevant to 

your fans and lose touch with an ever changing commercial landscape.  We will continue to innovate around fan 

engagement products that are highly desirable to commercial brand partners.” 

 

A more detailed look at each new product: 

 

● Polls:  Teams have a new interactive dimension to their FanCompass page.  Fans can vote for their  

favorite highlight of a game or season. 

 

● Trivia:  Fans can demonstrate their knowledge of the hometown team through history trivia contests,  

with prizes awarded weekly or at every home game to the winners.  The trivia games may also be 

showcased on in-venue video boards, exclusive to those in attendance.  

 

● Check-in:  Fans can do a “game day check-in” on their mobile devices or computers, receiving useful  

information for socializing before, during or after home event.  Teams can drive fan traffic to a local 

sponsor (sports bar, restaurant or music club) with special password codes provided only at those 
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designated businesses for promotional discounts.  Fans who check in may also receive helpful game day 

information such as the best traffic routes or when parking lots have closed.  

 

● StatStreak:  Adding to the enjoyment of watching the games, fans can predict statistical results prior to  

the start of the contest.  What will the final score be?  How many corner kicks, home runs or three-point 

shots?  Correct predictors win prizes.  

 

“Today’s announcement only adds more momentum to the early success of FanCompass and continues our 

innovation efforts that are founded on the principle of monetizing through technology,” said Lisa Fahey, FanCompass 

president.  “Our brand partners are demanding digital assets that engage fans while driving lead generation, and we are 

100% focused on building products that meet this need.” 

 

FanCompass has been featured in Crain’s Business and SportTechie in recent months. 

 
About FanCompass 

Headquartered in San Rafael, Calif, the company was founded in 2009 as GAGA Sports and re-launched in 2016 as FanCompass, the 

premier digital destination for sponsored fan engagement.  The white-labeled platform seamlessly integrates into customers’ tech 

stacks, powering a suite of engagement products to attract fans and sponsors alike. Rights-holders activate their current sponsors 

and work with FanCompass in-house sales experts to generate incremental revenue from new non-competing digital partnership 

opportunities.  The technology ultimately builds out robust fan databases, generates quality sales leads, and provides infinite digital 

sponsorship inventory to achieve maximum ROI for all involved. Not only does the proprietary technology help clubs navigate the 

increasingly complex process of creating successful online fan experiences, but also teams can now convert those experiences into 

sustainable revenue streams.  FanCompass currently works with properties across 11 global leagues and its product is translated into 

more than 15 languages.  Among their partners are teams in the National Football League, the National Basketball Association, the 

National Collegiate Athletic Association, and both the Premier League and Major League Soccer and Minor League Baseball.  For 

more information, visit fancompass.com. 
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